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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The Bologna process has made the qualifications framework of the European Higher Educational Area based on three cycles and on learning outcomes central to curriculum development in higher education in Europe. The Tuning Educational Structures in Europe project recommended that learning outcomes be expressed in terms of competences. The expression of educational programme learning outcomes as inventories of competences has since become the norm at the European level. However, the more recent European Qualifications Framework for lifelong learning utilises a tripartite set of categories of learning outcomes, namely, knowledge, skills and competence. In addition, the definition of competence used though overlapping with that used by Tuning, is however not identical. This article reviews and discusses the changing definition of the concept of competence and changes in categorisation of learning outcomes in Europe and their potential impact on curriculum development in radiography at the European level. It is proposed that the shift in the definition of competence and in the categorisation of learning outcomes should be taken into account in the formulation of new European curricula or the updating of present ones so that they may reference in a more direct manner to the levels of the European Qualifications Framework.
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\textbf{Introduction}

The rapid advances in technology, shortage of radiologists, changes in healthcare policies and continuous professional development (CPD) requirements have had an impact on radiography education in most countries where the profession is sufficiently well developed.\textsuperscript{1-9} In addition, in Europe, curriculum developers are expected to structure educational programmes so as to facilitate student and worker mobility. A prerequisite for all this would be the development of qualification and curricular frameworks based on European recommendations. European thematic networks have aligned their curriculum development with the recommendations of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) qualifications framework (QF-EHEA) which is based on three levels (called ‘cycles’) and on agreed learning outcomes expressed as competences as recommended by the Tuning Educational Structures in Europe project.\textsuperscript{10-12} However, the more recent European Qualifications Framework (EQF) for lifelong learning utilises a tripartite set of categories of learning outcomes, namely, knowledge, skills and competence. In addition, the definition of competence used in the EQF though very much overlapping with that used by Tuning is not identical. This article reviews the changes in the definition of the concept of competence and the categorisation of learning outcomes in Europe and their potential impact on the design of curriculum documents in higher education (HE) at the European level. The authors put forward recommendations for radiography curriculum developers.

\textbf{Materials and methods}

Information was searched for in the English language databases Medline, Web of Knowledge, Embase and Cinahl using the key words: ‘learning outcomes’, ‘competence’, ‘radiography education’, ‘European higher education area’, ‘Bologna process’, and ‘qualifications frameworks’. Important sources of information regarding European recommendations were the official websites for education and training of the European Commission,\textsuperscript{13} the Bologna Process\textsuperscript{14} and Tuning.\textsuperscript{15}
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The concept of competence: variable definition and terminology

The concept of competence is derived from the Latin *competens*, which means capable or qualified. White is credited with having introduced the term to describe those personality characteristics associated with superior performance and high motivation. McClelland followed this approach and developed tests to predict competence as opposed to intelligence. Since then several definitions and approaches to the concept of competence have been proposed and there is a general lack of consensus over the meaning and use of the term. To add to the ambiguity, articles in the educational literature present two spellings of the word, namely, ‘competence’ and ‘competency’ offering the same meaning to each with their respective plurals ‘competences’ and ‘competencies’ readily interchangeable. The first form of the word is in general used in the EHEA and Tuning documentation and the second in documentation from the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.

Some authors and organisations from the professional literature propose a distinction between ‘competence’ and ‘competency’. For example, the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (UK) offers the following distinction:

“Competency is now generally defined as the behaviours that employees must have, or must acquire, to input into a situation in order to achieve high levels of performance, while competence relates to a system of minimum standards or is demonstrated by performance and outputs”

Woodruffe provides a similar distinction:

“A competency is the set of behaviour patterns that the incumbent needs to bring to a position in order to perform its tasks and functions with competence”

The inference here is that ‘competency’ is a level of behavioural excellence to aspire to, whilst ‘competence’ is simply a statement of minimum observable performance which is considered acceptable.

Rowe makes a distinction between behaviours that are cognitively based and those that reflect personal values. In the cognitive category Rowe includes problem solving, decision-making, strategic thinking, and working with information whilst personal values include honesty, integrity, commitment and courage. Delamere le Deist and Winterton suggested an over-arching framework in which cognitive, functional, social and meta-competences are combined and viewed in holistic terms so that a combination of competences is something more than the sum of the individual competences.

In Europe, the various definitions of competence found in the research literature and other educational documents from UK, France and Germany were used by the Bologna Working Group in Europe to suggest that competence includes:

(i) cognitive competence involving the use of theory and concepts, as well as informal tacit knowledge gained experientially,
(ii) functional competence (skills or know-how) referring to those activities that a person should be able to do when functioning in a given area of work, learning or social activity,
(iii) personal competence involving knowing how to conduct oneself in a specific situation, and
(iv) ethical competence involving the possession of certain personal and professional values.

In a later document leading to the EQF recommendations, the terminology was simplified: ‘cognitive competence’ was termed ‘knowledge’, functional competence was termed ‘skills’ and personal and ethical competences were combined into a single category termed ‘wider competences’. The wider competences included autonomy and responsibility, learning competence, communication and social competence and professional and vocational competence. However in the final EQF recommendations the term ‘wider competence’ was dropped in favour of the simpler term ‘competence’. The definition of competence in the EQF places emphasis on the terms ‘responsibility’ and ‘autonomy’ which reflects the importance of these concepts in work and study situations in which practitioners assume responsibility in an autonomous manner for their professional practice and also for their own learning.

Practical approaches to competence

Gonzalez describes three practical approaches to competence. The first approach is referred to as task-based, functional or behaviourist where tasks are broken down into discrete behaviours that can be observed and assessed. In this way, the task becomes synonymous with the competence and is usually defined as, something a person should be able to do. This focus is more on objectively observable performance than on knowledge and it is concerned more with what people can demonstrate rather than what they know. This approach which is favoured by employers has been criticised by health professionals as being too reductionist, ignores the complexity of performing in real world situations and reduces the role of professional judgement in quality performance. In addition, there is a concern that the humanistic aspects of care such as empathy will be eclipsed by the strictly technical aspects of healthcare which are easier to observe, demonstrate and assess. The second approach refers to generic competences and concentrates on psychological and personality attributes of the practitioner that are crucial to effective performance. Generic competences such as critical thinking and problem-solving skills are transferable to different situations and professional work. However, doubts have been raised as to whether certain generic competences can be assessed effectively. The third approach is a marriage between the functionalist and generic approaches applied to the context in which they are employed. Thus, complex combinations of knowledge, skills, values and attitudes are utilised to understand particular situations in which professionals may find themselves. This holistic view shifts the emphasis from specific observable tasks towards the purpose of the work or educational activity.

The European Higher Education Area Qualifications Framework (QF-EHEA)

The Bologna process seeks to create a European Higher Education Area (EHEA), harmonise European qualifications, foster the mobility of workers and students, the employability of graduates and assist the future development of Europe. Amongst the central features of the process is the structuring of higher educational qualifications based on three levels called ‘cycles’ (1st cycle Bachelor, 2nd cycle Masters and 3rd cycle Doctorate). The ‘Tuning Educational Structures in Europe’ programme is a university driven project, which aims to offer a concrete approach to implementing the Bologna agreement at the HE level and in particular subject areas such as Radiography. Tuning requires educational institutions to promote student-centred curriculum development based on agreed cycle learning outcomes expressed in terms of competences. Although learning outcomes are formulated by staff these should be designed from the point of view of the student. It is indeed this feature that distinguishes learning outcomes from
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conventional teaching objectives which are written from the point of view of the teaching staff. Learning outcomes are to be acquired by the student (this is implied by the word ‘learning’ in ‘learning outcome’) and their acquisition by the student facilitated by the academic/clinical staff. The EQ-EHEA recognises only one type of learning outcome which is ‘competence’. This explains why in Tuning documents ‘learning outcomes’ and ‘competences’ are often seen as synonymous. These competences are to be determined through the involvement of all stakeholders. Competence is defined by Tuning as “a dynamic concept that integrates knowledge, skills, abilities, values and attitudes, the development of which enables the learner to perform effectively, to be able to recognise and respond to change and to treat service users appropriately.” This definition indicates that the project leaders were aiming at the holistic approach to competence described by Gonczi. The Tuning leaders proposed that competences be classified in two categories namely Generic and Subject Specific. Generic competences are defined by Tuning as those skills which are transferable across professions and which are considered to be particularly important to employability and citizenship whilst subject specific competences are specific to particular professions. The Generic competences are further subdivided into three types namely instrumental, interpersonal and systemic whereas the Subject Specific competences can be divided into subcategories as decided by the different professions.

To address the problem of variability of radiography education in Europe and its impact on mobility the Higher Education Network for Radiography in Europe (HENRE) has published an inventory of qualifications Framework for lifelong learning. In the EQF, knowledge is defined as "the body of facts, principles, theories and practices that is related to a field of work or study. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, knowledge is described as theoretical and/or factual", skill is defined as "the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks..."
and solve problems. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, skills are described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and creative thinking) or practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of methods, materials, tools and instruments); competence is defined as “the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and/or methodological abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and personal development. In the context of the EQF, competence is described in terms of responsibility and autonomy”. Table 1 shows the descriptors for the knowledge, skills and competence learning outcomes at each of levels 6–8.

Consequences of the adoption of the EQF for radiography education

The major significance of the EQF is that finally the educational community in Europe has a single set of agreed definitions and categorisation of learning outcomes to use in curriculum development at the European level (and the national level if so desired). This will go a long way towards reducing the uncertainty arising from the confusing plurality of definitions and approaches to competence to be found in the literature. In addition, the categorisation of learning outcomes into knowledge, skills and competence means that all of these categories of learning outcomes will be given their due importance. On the other hand it does imply that European curriculum documents such as the HENRE Tuning Template for Radiography53 and those of Caruana and Plasek45 which are based solely on competences need to be partially rewritten so that they may reference in a more direct manner to the knowledge-skills-competence approach of the EQF. Learning outcomes of programmes such as the European Masters Programme in Medical Imaging (EMPIMI) project (which does refer to the EQF in its documentation)54 will also need to be partially re-formulated.

One of the aims of the EQF is to bridge the gap between vocational education & training (VET) and HE.55,56 Since not all European countries require radiographers to be qualified at HE level such a link would help bring Radiography in Europe into an all European context, the Commission shall assess the appropriateness of provisions for the recognition of cross-border radiography qualifications.88. Table 1 shows the descriptors for the knowledge, skills and competence learning outcomes at each of levels 6–8.

Consequences of the adoption of the EQF for radiography education

The major significance of the EQF is that finally the educational community in Europe has a single set of agreed definitions and categorisation of learning outcomes to use in curriculum development at the European level (and the national level if so desired). This will go a long way towards reducing the uncertainty arising from the confusing plurality of definitions and approaches to competence to be found in the literature. In addition, the categorisation of learning outcomes into knowledge, skills and competence means that all of these categories of learning outcomes will be given their due importance. On the other hand it does imply that European curriculum documents such as the HENRE Tuning Template for Radiography53 and those of Caruana and Plasek45 which are based solely on competences need to be partially rewritten so that they may reference in a more direct manner to the knowledge-skills-competence approach of the EQF. Learning outcomes of programmes such as the European Masters Programme in Medical Imaging (EMPIMI) project (which does refer to the EQF in its documentation)54 will also need to be partially re-formulated.

One of the aims of the EQF is to bridge the gap between vocational education & training (VET) and HE.55,56 Since not all European countries require radiographers to be qualified at HE level such a link would help bring Radiography in Europe into an all graduate profession. Through use of the EQF level descriptors, radiography curriculum developers in such states can develop link programmes from level 5 (VET) to level 6 (HE), thus enabling learners to make the transition from VET to HE. This can be achieved partially through recognition of the non-formal and informal learning which candidates would have acquired through experiential learning and CPD activities. Indeed, a detailed European learning which candidates would have acquired through exper.
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